
 
 
   The idea that our universe forms an inverted figure-8 with one loop branching out into the 
future and one loop branching out into the past and that present reality is in the cross-hairs, the 
fulcrum that balances both space and time, is central to understanding Q/A.  It means we have 
a shortcut way to travel to either the past or the future -- and return -- without having to travel 
along virtually endless loops of time.  In this way we can visit specific areas of time and space in 
our limited lifetimes, and bring back, at least theoretically, information we can use to sustain our 
planet, our survival.   And we can do this through “wormholes” which is a quantum topographic 
space -- not unlike the center of a spinning vortex you may have experienced whilst draining 
your bathtub of water.  Except this vortex is created by powerful electromagnetic forces drilling a 
space/time tube through what is called exotic or anti-gravitational matter.  
   Now, if you’re suddenly experiencing a deja vu you’re no doubt visualizing scenes of “Back To 
The Future” -- a film made a couple of generations ago by some clever Hollywood moguls.  So 
this idea of time travel through “stargates” or “wormholes” is not new.  What is new is that 
science is beginning to find ways to send, not bodies, but data through time and space at 
seemingly incredible speeds.  We haven’t found a way to transport clumps of molecules or other 
particles yet, but information -- binary code -- has been sent successfully across a room on 
nothing but the quantum transmission of light waves.  
   Homo sapien sapiens are very creative.  That’s why we’ve been around for so long and have 
survived whereas other forms of hominoids have disappeared off the face of the earth.  We 
would like to believe our brain size grew larger from generation to generation -- so we could 
store more information in neuron connections and thus our memory was better than other 
primates.  Better memory made for better survival choices.  And so it went… 
   The only problem is, there is no scientific basis for this hypothesis.  Elephants have larger 
brains than humans and apparently have better memory than we do (maybe that’s how the myth 
originated) but elephants are being wiped off the face of the earth for their tusks as you read 
this.  And guess by whom?  
   So brain size or the amount of neural connectors they hold is no determinant of long-term 
survival.  Otherwise, elephants today would be hunting humans for their guns and cameras.  
    We have to look elsewhere from mere bulk, weight or size to discover why the human brain is 
so unique from other living creatures.  It is true the human brain is more compartmentalized 
than other brains; we can divide the complex into the simple more rapidly than other species.  It 
gives us an edge on instant decision-making, even though our sensory apparatus, compared to 
other animals, is woefully limited.  So in spite of poor external receptors our reaction time to 
external stimulus is high.  And the decision made based on that sensory event is, in most cases, 
irreversible.  That’s the fight or flight part of our nature.  Moreover, we remember that decision. 
It becomes part of us, binding, absolute, irrevocable.  And it must have worked somehow, 
because we are still here eons later, still making critical decisions that ensure our survival.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
   A more compartmentalized brain gave us a creative edge as well, since we could use 
symbolism, simile and metaphor to describe events in more concrete or more abstract terms. 
Also, we could “image” something that might happen in the future, something called 
imagination.  So while the clearing by the river looked good for a hut, we reasoned, using 
memory of the past, that floods next spring would take our little hut downstream, maybe with our 
family still in it.  And so we built our huts some distance from the river’s bank.  And survived yet 
another season. 
   Memories from the past, curiosity about the future, reasoning in the present.  We had spaces 
for all three time zones in our brains.  Put together, we came to call this phenomena creativity. 
And no previous hominoid descendant had as much creativity as homo sapien sapiens.   Not 
only did it allow us to design vessels and tools, but to capture fire, be able to transport it on our 
expeditions, replicate it in our caves for warmth and even light the way for producing exquisite 
visual renditions of what we saw around us.   And here we must remember, cave drawings of 
birds and animals could not fill our hungry stomachs.  Long hours spent creatively like this -- 
when you could be out hunting -- did nothing to ensure our survival, absolutely nothing but to 
link us to posterity.  And perhaps that’s what our cave-dwelling ancestors had in mind, after all. 
   When language finally arrived -- a gift of lungs and palettes and tongues and lips -- we took 
advantage of something we now call nuance, but back then it was to used to warn others about 
the closeness of danger.  Speech gave humans the ability to prioritize, to find the right degree of 
emotion with which to communicate.  And as emphasized in an earlier chapter, before we ever 
intellectualized our world with our brains, we viscerally engaged our world with our interior and 
exterior sensory apparati.  By noticing how infants and toddlers respond today to their 
surroundings, we can have a better understanding of how early man responded to their 
surroundings.  
    Well, that’s not entirely true today.  There has been a sea-change in infant response to stimuli 
in just the past twenty years.  A revolution of sorts.  For up to that point, the infant child only 
responded to like-dimensional stimulation.  The kid understood, almost from birth itself, that it 
was dealing with a parent or sibling in 3-dimensions.  What it was looking at, being cooed at, 
crying for, touching, smelling, tasting, etc. was confirmation of its own perception.  That is, the 
infant’s perception of its world and the reality of that world matched up completely.  It 
understood everything “out there” was a reflection, an accurate reflection, of what it was 
experiencing “inside.”  So both external and internal realities matched up -- and communication 
was complete.  And the child knew this instinctively because when it cried, there was a mother 
or father peering over it, asking it what was the matter.  
   That all changed in the last two generations.  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
    With screens we went from 3-D to 2-D.  Suddenly, what was “out there” was in a small box 
placed before the infant to shut it up or otherwise occupy its attention.  The 3-D mother 
suddenly vanished and in its place was a barely literate puppet or crude animation describing 
flatscreen reality from their 2-dimensional perspective.  And what was the impressionable child 
to make of this?  Instead of being able to distinguish between fantasy and reality, the child was 
told to accept from both.  And so it did.  By the age of two, it was already into a world of video 
games and headphones and by the age of three, given its birthday gift of a smartphone.  By 
preschool, it knew its alphabet, all right, and possibly could read a bit (great achievements 
according to parents) but interacting with other children or adults?   Forgedaboutit.   Real people 
did not exist in 2-D, and that’s where the child wanted to be: shielded from space-time reality in 
a stripped down, lesser dimension where it could zone out and feel safe.  
     Of course, these kids became the Steve Jobs of our last generation, our so-called visionaries 
who are going to bring us, kicking and screaming, into a 1-dimensional universe where things 
will be even further removed in space and time from our 2 and 3-D reality of today.  And just 
how are they going to accomplish it?  
    Let’s back up a little here, before we drive hellbent into the future.  
    The last time we experienced a 1-dimensional universe was some 14-billion years ago (give 
or take a few billion years, either way) when it’s theorized the Big Bang exploded us into being. 
Before that time, there was no time.  And space was invisible because there was no light.  In 
fact, (although there are no facts to support this) there was nothing but a stew of elemental 
molecules floating around doing nothing at all but looking for partners to connect with.  The 
closest thing we have today to describe this is an internet dating site. 
   And that is not too far from the truth.  Because the one thing most cosmologists can agree on 
-- even the very few atheists among them -- was there had to be some intelligent prime mover to 
get the creation ball moving.  Without some rationale for creating the universe, why put yourself 
out?  If everything is absurd, as the existentialists would have it, what’s the point? 
   The second half of Quantum Agnostics is Agnostics.  Fully 50%.  Half of its being is Belief, just 
as half of its being is in Disbelief.  Agnostics acts as a fulcrum -- the tiny center point on which a 
see-saw balances.  And the Quantum part is the tiny fraction of subatomic weight that can tip 
the balance one way or the other.  Put the two halves together -- the Quantum part and the 
Agnostic part -- and you have a working philosophy. 
   So it’s my contention some intelligence acted like a fulcrum on an existential see-saw -- a 
one-dimensional inert fulcrum that held no power of its own -- but was instrumental in supporting 
the quantum event that tipped this element stew into a two- and then a three-dimensional 
universe.  And this perfectly balanced fulcrum, though adding nothing to the reaction, was the 
prime mover -- the intelligence if you will -- that acted as the catalyst for creation.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Obviously, if we had more insight into this perfectly balanced fulcrum, if we knew how it 
operated and how it grew along with its Creation through time and space to the present, we 
could possibly hold the future in our hands.  Unfortunately, this intelligence is not willing at this 
point to share this incredible story with us. 
    It has, however, given us tantalizing clues along the way.  And just recently, in the past year 
or so, has opened the door a crack to let us see what a multi-dimensional universe might look 
like, a universe where traveling through many dimensions at once is possible -- just as it was for 
this elemental stew of molecular particles in Big Bang time. 
   In the last part of Q/A I will speak more about this intelligence, where it came from and more 
importantly, where it is taking us.  I don’t want to get ahead of myself here.  Only to say that 
human creation stories -- like that of Adam and Eve -- are allegorical at best and only serve to 
distort the actual description of events passed down verbally and then in cuneiform, hieroglyphic 
and written text from our earliest ancestors.  
    Suffice it here to say that Eve’s apple may have had a wormhole in it -- a way through time 
and space which allowed her and Adam and their descendants to fulfill the Creation myth and 
multiply across the Earth.  For something happened, to be sure, that separated Homo Sapiens 
from less advanced species, like tempting-talking snakes for instance.  And even if there was 
interbreeding between several hominoid sub-species, like Neanderthals, the implantation of 
significant higher intelligence in such a short period of evolutionary time, cannot be overlooked.  
   I am suggesting that evolution may have involved genetic manipulation at some point and that 
the Adam and Eve creation story may be religion’s way of explaining its way out of a horrendous 
conclusion: A race of aliens or even human time travelers from the future reseeded the planet 
with more intelligent homo sapiens, after numerous failures with letting Nature have its course.  
In that regard, perhaps Earth itself is, in actuality, a huge petri dish, a venue for experiment and  
analysis overseen by benevolent creatures who allow us “free will” in the same way scientists 
allow a chemical or biological reaction to proceed in situ to prove an hypothesis. 
   But exactly what that hypothesis may be is the Mystery for the Ages.  
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                                                    Where Did We Come From? 
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